
 
 

Trying, challenging, improving 

Teaching is an activity under general public attention. I am saying this, especially now 

when the biggest parts of schools are closed and school activities are made on-line, starting from 

the kinder-garden, to the universities, the entire society considers having the right to express 

opinion about this aspect, regardless of any university degree or other type of skills certification 

in this field. 

Despite the general feeling of anxiety regarding this aspect of the society, if we analyze 

its evolution during the years, we must admit that very significant improvements were made. 

This field is indeed in permanent change. Specialists are creating new pedagogical currents and 

they are creating new educational politics with the aim of bringing education closer to students‟ 

needs and to their abilities.  

In her book: “ Metodologia educatiei~Schimbari paradigmatice/ Teaching methodology 

~ Paradigmatic changes” published in 2010, Elena Joita (page 32) shows the changes in teaching 

methodologies during years according to different criteria. Starting from education‟s purposes, 

the mentioned study shows that the old paradigm of passing knowledge transformed into the new 

paradigm of skills acquisition. From curriculum point of view, the old concept of informational 

content accent was replaced by the concept of an integrated system conceived for skills 

acquisition. Regarding teaching activities, the old paradigm of instructional design was replaced 

by a flexible constructivist approach.  

Also, Elena Joița mentions in her study (page 39) psychologists researches made by 

Reigeluth and Squire that demonstrates the importance of applying a various range of teaching 

methods. 

We can admit that a general preoccupation in nowadays education is the inter and trans-

curricular approach, that allows students to make transversal links between contents, that leads to 

the consolidation of basic skills and to a good foundation of student‟s knowledge. This idea of 

teaching was introduced and implemented for the first time by the physicist and philosopher 

Basarab Nicolescu during the „90. Scientific environment embraced his idea. Many studies in the 

field of education start from professor Nicolescu‟s approach of holistic teaching named trans-

curricular method. 

Specialists offer many solutions for the implementation of trans and inter-curricular 

method. We can name some of them: the cooperation between teachers of different subjects 

during the same workshop, the development of new curriculum designed to include cross 

curricular contents and the implementation of projects on cross-curricular thematic.  

I consider that the last mentioned method is the easiest to implement, and the most 

efficient. Any school, regardless of its infrastructure and of its schedule has the possibility to 

implement integrative thematic projects that take into consideration many school subjects and 



 
 

challenge students to apply the content from different subjects into a significant action, enlarging 

their horizon. 

Starting from the concept of using examples from local environment and deciding to 

develop a cross-curricular project on an integrative thematic we will present you an example that 

we implemented with the help of our students. 

The city of Dej according to Romanian core curriculum: 

1. Mathematics: 

Student task: Find details about the population of our city, like age 

distribution, ethnic distribution or another aspect and calculate how many 

people belong to every category from your study.  

2. Maternal language and communication 

Student task: make a short presentation about important writers born 

in our city covering at least two branches of literature. At least one of the 

writers must be to his debut and if you can, find names related to our 

school. 

3. Foreign language communication: 

Student task: Make research about our city‟s mass-media 

instruments; find their logo and a link where they can be reached in on 

line environment. 

Example conceived by: Bianca Chit, 7B grade, ”Avram Iancu ” 

Gymnasium 

4. Geography: 

Student task: document the transformation of transportation methods 

in the city of Dej starting from the busses that you see on our streets. 

Please mention if other parts of Dej landscape have changed and explain 

in which way. 

5. History: 

Student task: Walk on the streets of our city, make pictures with 

representative buildings, research and find the historic period when they 

were built and describe in a few sentences the period you found. 

Example conceived by: Alexandra Zăvoianu, 8D grade, ”Avram Iancu 

” Gymnasium. 

 



 
 

The working examples proposed covers our city with the help of skills acquired to five 

different school subjects, inviting the students to start a journey of discovery and to bring their 

school subjects into their local geographical environment. Of course, in order to form a holistic 

view, a student must cover all 5 tasks from the research. At the end of this article five annexes 

with students‟ works will also be published, to serve as working examples. We chose different 

parts from many students‟ studies to demonstrate study implementation and to show our 

students‟ creativity.  

The content mentioned above was conceived for the integration of various teaching 

paradigms such as: motivational development, student centered technique, training for personal 

development, teacher as facilitator, cultivating the ability of individual working, the 

diversification of learning experiences. All these paradigms are parts from a post-modern meta-

paradigm of trans-curricular teaching.  

Even in this situation of a simple teaching example the content was conceived according 

to the rules mentioned by Constantin Cucos in his book: “Pedagogie ~ Pedagogy”, 2014 (page 

286), regarding curriculum design:  

1. philosophical orientation principle (the approach is conduct with methods from trans-

curricular concept)  ; 

2.  the principle of individualization (the content responds to every student need to 

understand) ; 

3. the principle of realism (the examples are from real life, presenting examples from 

our city); 

4. The principle of balance (all the components have the same importance in the study). 

The example documented above is a simple working tool with transferable character that 

may be applied in lower secondary schools around Europe, with the aim of developing 

transversal skills and encouraging students‟ development, capitalizing the potential of local 

environment into school curriculum. 

With the hope that you will find this material worthy for your classes, please send me an 

email to avramiancueducativ@yahoo.com with some details regarding your working experience. 

                               Diana Rafa, “Avram Iancu” Gymnasium, Dej, Romania 
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Annex 1 
Student task: Find details about the population of our city, like age distribution, ethnic 

distribution or another aspect and calculate how many people belong to every category from your 

study.  

Example conceived by: Alexandru Apan, 7A grade, ”Avram Iancu ” Gymnasium. 

In our school curriculum, an important and useful chapter in daily life is the percentages. 

In the next study we analyzed some values from the demographics of Dej, studied with the help 

of knowledge from mathematics. 

Demographics of Dej 

1.  According to the 2011 census, the population of Dej municipality 

amounts to 33,497 inhabitants, down from the previous census in 2002, when 

38,437 inhabitants were registered. 

Census of the year Number of resident population 

2011 33497 

2002 38437 

Source: http://populatie.population.city/romania/dej/ 

According to these values we can calculate the decrease of population. 

The decrease: 38437-33497=4 940 population 

Percentage value of the decrease: 

 

   
            12,85% 

Through these calculations we used the notion of finding the percentage represented by a number 

from another number. 

2. Using the population of the city in 2012 and the age distribution in the table, we can 

calculate the number of young people under 16 in the city and the number of people in 

every category: 

http://populatie.population.city/romania/dej/


 
 

 

Source: https://www.agerpres.ro/destinatie-romania/2014/08/25/destinatie-romania-judetul-

cluj-municipiul-dej-11-43-11 

  

   
                   under 16 years old,  

  

   
            retired persons 

  

   
             working persons 

  

   
             persons unemploied 

In this study we calculated different percentages starting from a number. In this case the 

number was the population of the city of Dej in 2011. 

3. The ethnic composition of the municipality of Dej has the following values according to 

https://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dej#Demografie 

     Romanian (81,79%)   

     Hungarian (11,28%)   

     Rome (1,02%) 392 

     Unknown (5,74%)  

     Other (0,14%)  

Knowing that in our city in 2011 a number of 392 persons declared to belong to the ethnic group 

of Rome people, how many inhabitants does our city have? 

    

   
       

15 

19 

28 

38 

Working population in the city of Dej in 
2012 

Younger than 16 years old

Older(retired) people

Working people

Unemploied

https://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dej#Demografie


 
 

      
   

     
       

In this situation we calculated a value knowing a percentage of it. 

Annex 2 

Student task: make a short presentation about important writers born in our city covering 

at least two branches of literature. At least one of the writers must be to his debut and if you can, 

find names related to our school. 

Example conceived by: Madalina Rafa, 8A  grade, ”Avram Iancu ” Gymnasium 

Dej is a small city with a big heart. We have many writers that published their thoughts 

and made us all very proud. Since a long time ago, Dej had 

important people that were parts of the aristocracy societies. 

Still, nowadays, we have writers that started writing here, in 

Dej. 

Raveca Vlașin is a important personality in Dej`s 

culture. Before 1989 she was a member of the group” Ion Pop 

Reteganu ”Dej, one of the founders of the literary group „Radu 

Saplacan” ASTRA Dej and a member of the Writer`s League 

from Cluj Romania. She managed along the years to expose her 

feelings and thoughts in many novels: „The kid`s fortresse”, 

„Pieces of a smile”, „Reflections”,„ The blue memories fresco”, „From the sea of thoughs”, 

„Trough the story garden”(a poetry book). 

Calina Bora is a young 

writer of 25 years old. She made an 

early debut with the novel „Love 

has long legs”. The critics gladly 

welcomed her into litterary cinacles 

and her novel was published at 

national level. Nowadays she 

published her second novel with 

good literary cronicles. She is also a very dedicated Romanian 

language and comunication teacher and we are proud to say 

that she was also our school`s teacher. 

Toni Chira is a ten grade high school student who 

made a literary debut in poetry. He started his school studies 

in „Avram Iancu” Gymnazium. His debut was well regarded 

by critics and he is considered a great hope in our cultural 

landscape. He was awarded with many prizes by cultural organisations and he is preparing his 

second volume.  



 
 

A fragment of one of his poems: 

”I couldn`t close my eyes 

 When the reality withdraws  

 When it dried like puddle 

 I didn`t punch the metallic door 

 I didn`t ripped the anti-steal 

 We weren`t there next to those  

 That thrown their wrinkled bodies 

 By the livings, those are too 

blackened 

 To be erased.” 

In conclusion, we are very proud that Dej is a part of the Romanian literature community 

and we hope it will continue to be better and better. 

 

Annex 3 

Student task: Make research about our city‟s mass-media instruments; find their logo 

and a link where they can be reached in on line environment. 

Example conceived by: Bianca Chit, 7B grade, ”Avram Iancu ” Gymnasium 

Local media is well developed. The 

municipality benefits from 2 local radios: Radio 

Fir and Radio Still and from a television station -

Someș TV- 

Televiziunea Văii Someșului. ”Someș TV” had 

a coverage area in 4 counties, moreover, its 

promoters proposed a politically neutral, free 

and encouraging post policy of the values from 

the Someș Valley micro region. It currently no 

longer exists, being taken over in Cluj-Napoca 

under the name of Transilvania TV.  

We also have a few news 

websites such as Someșeanul, Dej24 and 

Dejeanul.  These websites report on the 

latest news very fast. Our most famous 

reporter is Razvan Caucean. 

Considering our city population 

and the changes that come into mass 

media, in the entire country, on line press replaced old fashion newspapers. The internet hosts 

with a low budget, the interaction between social, economic anc cultural aspects of our region. 



 
 

The fact that people access news websites and interacts with reporters is imortant, etsblishing a 

good connection between real time events and the community. 

Annex 4 

Student task: document the transformation of transportation methods in the city of Dej 

starting from the busses that you see on our streets. Please mention if other parts of Dej 

landscape have changed and explain in which way. 

Example by: Nicole Bianca Sica, 7B grade,”Avram Iancu” Gymnasium 

Dej used to be a poor city before 2015, but  as time passed, it evolved pretty fast. A lot of 

cool things were added like six electric buses, out of the 20 that will run on the city streets, new 

improved bus stations (equiped with features for loading smartphones on solar electricity), a new 

cultural center, a 3D cinema for 50 seats, a library 

and a new location for the Municipal Museum. For 

a long time we thought that our city will remain in a 

poor post comunist era with no hope. The aspect of 

the city was the smallest of the problems 

considering unemploinment, the bankruptcy of big 

economic agents such as the big celolose and paper 

factory and other factories were the main concern 

for both population and officials. All those, 

combined with the migration of the population, 

with small salaries and inflation made life  qiute 

difficult.  

Nowadays we also got a new supermarket 

named Kaufland. This is the biggest Kaufland from the 

whole country. This supermarket has a mini restaurant 

with a nice indoor and outdoor place to eat. I know that 

this is a simple normal situation for every normal cities, 

but in our case, big brands did not wanted to come in 

the city because they considered that this type of 

communities 

does not have the potential to sustain large shoping 

centers. After long negotiations with the maior, we 

finaly are able to buy everithing we want under the 

same roof. 

The city is still in construction, so we are 

waiting for: arrangement of pedestrian areas and 

sidewalks, bicycle tracks, new green spaces with lawn, 



 
 

flowers, shrubs and trees, purchase of bicycles, commissioning bicycle rental stations through a 

modern rental system, location of street furniture. Of course, we do not like construction sites, 

circulation restrictions, dust and noises but we like to see different new things, moddern and 

connected to developement. 

Annex 5 

Student task: Walk on the streets of our city, make pictures with representative buildings, 

research and find the historic period when they were built and describe in a few sentences the 

period you found. 

Example conceived by: Alexandra Zăvoianu, 8D grade, ”Avram Iancu ” Gymnasium 

Oour city, Dej, being one with a very interesting history, has left behind countless 

buildings admired for their beauty and importance. Some of these are: 

 The Depo of Dej and Railroad Museum 

Railroad costruction in Transilvania started after 1870. Dej was an important point of 

interest for railroad, being 

situated into a strategic 

geografical location that allows 

the connection of many roads. 

For this reason a large 

workshop for maintenance was 

built. Today Dej Depo is 

situated on the same spot, as it 

was 150 years ago.   During those years, Europe crossed a period of economical developement. 

 The clavine reformed church 

The church built in ghotic style was  

costructed during  1456-1526. The church is 

situated into the city center and is considered 

the most  important architectual monument 

of Dej. Almost all postcards from  Dej show 

the city main square and the church, in the 

midle of it. When  church construction was 

finishes, Transilvania was authonom teritory 

into Hungarian Kingdom. During those 

years, the Hungarian Kingdom was ruled by 

king Samuel of Aba .  

 The Franciscan Church and Monastery 



 
 

The church was finished around the year 1716, 

at the beginning of XVIII century. During those years 

Transilvania was a part of Habsburgic Empire. The 

governor of Transilvania was directly invested by 

Viena administration. 

 The high-school Andrei Mureșanu 

The building was finished in 1900. Since then 

it was an upper secondary school. After 1848 

revolution, Transilvania became an autonom region 

under the Habsburgic empire. Education was in Hungarian language. Romanian ethnics did not 

have the right to study in their maternal language in high-schools. Only in primary they could 

study Romanian but they were forced to learn Hungarian 

language too.  

After 1918 Transilvania united with Romanian 

kingdom and civil rights for Romanian comunity were 

respected. During those years, the high-school had his first 

Romanian headmaster: Victor Motogna. 

The buildings are telling a 800 years story about a 

community that still continues to exist and to develop. 

Maybe 100 years later, other buildings will tell wonderful things about developement and 

progress, it is up to us! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


